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Before Physics developed the concept of wave, photon and even quantum Theories,
people always believed that there is some micro energy that is emitted or reverberated
from every living organism, be it a tree, a pet animal, a piece of metal or jewelry or
garments of different colors that one wear. The tribes of African jungles, Southern
America, Australia, aborigines of New Zealand and the ancient tribes of South eastern
Asia follow these specificities in close details, for them it’s all about connecting to God
or the creator and pleasing them in return for mercy and protection.
When we try to link the Ancient customs , traditions and religious beliefs like ear boring
ceremony followed since ages, it ignites a sense of doubt as to why and how have they
have bmenefitted our race. Are they just blind beliefs or do they signify any omen to it.
Interpretations maybe many, but its value and worthiness among these followers has
laid a strong base to follow them piously. While there is a need to understand and
identify its importance as its faith and importance is diminishing witb time and growing
genere. A need to scientifically replicate or recreate a view, will in a way dynamize its
importance.. Why .. Maybe for fun.. Style.. A reasoning.. Or simply to enjoy its benefits..
Which has or not been linked to our health and quality of life.. Our perception of life and
our progression into a complete new dimension of understanding all the omens arou d
us.. Or just to satisfy an alchemy aspirant.. !!!
Lets look at these beliefs through the eyes of a physicist, one would explain these
phenomenon in material, sub atomic and the power of quantum sciences and nano
medicine/sciences, to explain its benefits directly and indirectly gained by following such
beliefs.
As the smallest functional unit of any chemical/ metal consists of 3 important elements,
the positively charged protons, the negatively charged electrons and the neutral in
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charge the neutrons. The protons and neutrons form the core, electrons move in their
path around the core. The number of neutrons are equal to the number of protons, at
times when the number of neutrons exceed the number of protons at the core, makes
the atom unstable in nature. Such chemical /metal components are called isotopes.
When a fusion of electrons happen under pressure leads to the exchange of electrons
and fusion seen at the molecular level, this changes the properties of the original
electron/atom. This process is called as Binding. It is a process where under pressure
the electrons lose their original nature and become more unstable to disintegrate itself
into smaller finite energy packets called Quarks (pronounced as larks) which re minute
infinitesimal units of energy. Precisely these energies disintegrate over a period of time
to give out sum energy greater than the total sum of energies combined i.e., Quarks
emit more energy than the two disintegrated parts of electrons, which could also mean
that the infinite particle is divided into more definitively large energies which remain in
that state for animation for minuscule of second by electromagnetic waves only
recorded by EmV or Electromagnetic Volts.
This very fact forms the basis of nano medicine/ homeopathic medicine potentization. A
series of reduction of an element to its chemical minimal component is reduced to its
miniscule value disintegrating the particles are seen to be diluted beyond levels of sub
atomic particles. The phenomenon of Quarks explains the presence of exchange of
energy in a medium whose energy is stored in the memory of its medium and in the
elements itself which is measured by the EmV. These we term in a layman’s words as
‘Vibrations’.
Looking at this view in a holistic review of the above detail, well, it’s shocking to see so
many energies around us including the cell phones, microwaves, the radio waves, light
waves and other environmental stimuli. It’s amazing if we look at things from a
physicist’s perspective, to understand the influence of these waves, energy forms are
elicited on us, makes us think more often, as to what is happening within us. imagine
the qnount of energies or Vibration each one of us are exp9sed to and how inevitable
these energies are changing our way of life.
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In a human body. The antigen antibody reaction induced/observed by our body in
response to the external microbes, have been known to be the cause of illness and
diseases in human, for which an average of 500 antibodies have been formulated to
bring about relief and combat various disease. But the fact that the few bacteria that
reside in normal conditions on human skin has not always seen to affect all humans
alike. Other causes like environmental and personal hygiene do a play an important
role to a certain extent, of which unknown etiology works through to bring about disease
or illness.
This brings an alarming question as to what is it that is triggering, controlling, leading,
evading and exacerbation of host defense mechanism or the antibody antigen reaction.
Are we denying facts that everything from metals to non metals, acids to bases to salt,
from air to ether, from pencil to color pens, consists of matter molecules and ions in it,
which are constantly waiting to express exchange and animate itself with the dynamic
you
The concept of susceptibility or the ability to be able to receive or be susceptible to any
such infection or diseases depends on the concept of individualization. Individualization
describes that every human being may or may not necessarily respond to the external
stimuli ( physical entities, mental disturbances and emotional consequences) of same
intensity at a given time and space exhibit same effects to the stimuli that is in physical,
mental, environmental or organic levels. Given the same environmental and culture for
colonization.
What is it that defies such host defense mechanisms? It’s the basic nature of an
individual itself that consists of psychic, mental, emotional, physical stability and genetic
attributes to combat various diseases. A person is ruled/guided by its thoughts and
actions, its physical and mental makeup. Our early memories from an embryo to infancy
to childhood and adolescence. Is building us .. Rebuilding us .. Making .. Remaking..
Erasing and rewritting our trinity as and how situations occur.. Leavi g behing
undiscovered facts .. Wounds.. Griefs.. Emotions.. Sweetly entitiled into repression..
Suppression and other psychological conditions.. Which otherwise normal.. Spurt out
into different creative .. Destructive. Sadistic.. Masochistic.. Melancholic.. Illusionary
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variants ofself and surrounding.. Forrseeing the truth and altering ones understanding
in-basic terms..
Complicating bio diversities and adapting to less quantified ways of life..
End of it all... Resulting in sufferings which when channelized into positivity gives out a
positive ‘Aura’ or a positive vibration and lest leading to a polluted aura into a dark ot
disturbed vibration..These energies have filled in its intensity in the air we breathe..the
food we eat. And every basic action of lives..
Our ancestors developed knowledge intelligent enough to channelize or deviate the
energies or vibrations so as to help maintain peace.. While peace is the basics of
existence ..seems to have become the need of the hour.. Human civilization is rising
above all possibilities in various fields.. Leaving behind ones only reason to survive.. To
attain immortality or mukti from inner bonding, to simply enjoy and allow our truth
outshine which in return will let us be our true self and make peace within and without.
The need to take responsibility for our thoughts and rule our actions make us who we
are. Our body is a collection of 100 trillions of cells which live on their own functioning
on their own but are guided and influenced by your thought s, the positive vibrations you
fill into them by showing sheer gratitude to their existence. It is this gratitude that helps
you build your Aura. In short every person builds a space around them which consists of
the area they occupy (physical and spiritual space) sensed by electromagnetic waves
detection instruments. Our individual cell does justice till the best. We are who we are,
we are who we perceive ourselves to be, we are responsible for the events happening
around us, we are who we control our space we occupy, we are a collection of energies
in time – space magnitude who, when wished can achieve enormous knowledge when
empowered in true sense of beings, we are also evil when unharboured correctly make
the worst out of the best. Our magnitude of expressions of any sort is great, watch your
step, we are vibrating every event of future and present, within and around us secretly.
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